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Films and documentaries,

best selling books, focusing

The context

Communication on forest issues with public opinion is seldom the 

task of forest professionals and scientists. 

best-selling books, focusing

on excesses of forest

management, on ecological

or socio-cultural aspects,

have a large audience.

They rarely deal with

professional activities that

contribute to a sustainable

bio-economy.
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The “storytelling”!

The French Academy of Agriculture (AAF) is structured in ten

sections, the 2nd deals with forests and the forest-based

sector.

Under the coordination of Yves BirotUnder the coordination of Yves Birot,

honorary Head of Forest Research

Department INRA, our 2nd section has

developed a communication tool as

digital book.

Based on up-to-date scientific and
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technical knowledge, it is intended to

support the dialogue between science

and society…and fight against falsehoods

like: “Save the trees don’t print”



The digital Book

- 10 Chapters

- 105 articles of 4 pages (each article addressing one 105 articles of 4 pages (each article addressing one 

question)

- 420 pages 

- 60 authors, 50% academicians, 50% external experts

- website: https://www.academie-foret-bois.fr/

where each article (in pdf format and French) can be where each article (in pdf format and French) can be 

downloaded free of charge…...and translated on line, 

cautiously,  if necessary!
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Chapters 

1  French forest-wood sector in a global context

2  Forest ecosystems and their functions

3  Wood, main product of the forest 3  Wood, main product of the forest 

4  Other goods and services supplied by forests

5  Risks affecting the forests 

6  Climate change

7  Assets of the forest-wood sector in a "green economy“ 

8  Sustainable forest management8  Sustainable forest management

9  Policy and governance aspects 

10  Forest, wood and human society relationships
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Chapter 3: Wood, major product of the forest 

01  What is the annual harvest of wood in metropolitan France: is 

it sustainable?

02  Which woods for which uses?02  Which woods for which uses?

03  What place for wood in construction in France?

04  What place for wood in furniture?

05  What place for wood in packaging?

06  What place for wood in the paper and paperboard industry?

07  Is wood still a source of energy?

08  What uses of wood in art and crafts?

6

https://www.academie-foret-bois.fr/chapitres/chapitre-3/
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Chapter 3: Wood, major product of the forest (cont’d)

9 Solid wood or engineered wood? 

10 Are forestry resources matching the industrial demand ?

11 Do we find wood material where we expect it in our daily lives?

12 Wood processing: what are the main technologies?

13 Wood and cooperage: marriage of grapevine and forest?
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How to write  an article?

- Title

Introduction- Introduction

- Size: 4 pages

- Same template

for all articles

8

- Figures 
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- Further reading 

- What you must remember 

as a conclusion 

Minimum one author

Minimum 2 reviewers

10

Permanent update easier 

on the Web than with a book
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Conclusion

- This digital book is competing inside a very dense Web and 

needs to be promoted! 

- It could be perhaps a model which could certainly be adapted 

by IAWS to realize a common task.

- Such a joint work would help to develop a better involvement 

and cohesion of the fellows, together with dissemination of 

Wood R/D activities in the participating countries.Wood R/D activities in the participating countries.
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Thanks for your attention

Questions?
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